
Servo Motor



Learning Objectives
▪ be able to identify characteristics that distinguish a servo motor

▪ be able to use the Arduino Servo library to control servo position



What is a servo?
A servo-motor is an actuator with a built-in feedback mechanism that responds 
to a control signal by moving to and holding a position, or by moving at a 
continuous speed.



DC Motors and Servos
DC Motor

Motion is continuous

Speed controlled by applied 
voltage 

Servo

Capable of holding a 
position

Speed controlled by delay 
between position updates

Hybrid of motor, gears and 
controller.



Conventional and Continuous Rotation

Two types of servos

continuous rotation

pulse tells servo
which way to spin & how fast to spin

pulse tells servo
which position to hold

standard
can only rotate 180 degreescan rotate all the way around in either direction



Servo Characteristics
▪ A servo is a unit combining motor and simple feedback electronics for position 
control

▪ A servo is set by supplying a PWM signal of a ratio

▪ Ration determines servo position, not speed!!!!



Servo components

1. Small DC motor
2. Gearbox with small 

plastic gears to reduce 
the RPM and increase 
output torque

3. Special electronics to 
interpret a pulse signal 
and deliver power to the 
motor



Control signal is a pulse train
Pulse frequency is fixed

Typical:  20 ms
Pulse width determines position

Typical:  1ms to 2 ms

▪ Servos usually have 3-cables: 
power, ground and PWM-signal

▪ Servos require a PWM signal 
with 50Hz frequency (20ms)

▪ The pulse should be between 
0.5 and 2.0 ms long

Remember:
❑Servo speed cannot be set
❑Servo do not provide feedback 

to the outside



Control signal is a pulse train 

▪ To complete the servo control, all that one 
must do is periodically repeat the 
individual control pulses

▪ Servo turns off when pulse stop
▪ Servo Timing Signal

✓ Pulse width must be accurate in s.
✓ Interval between pulse may vary 14 –

20 ms; successive pulses need not be 
exactly same distance apart

▪ Limits mechanical first, then electrical
✓ Electronics will try to drive output shaft 

to a point beyond mechanical limits

To get the servo motor to continually attempt to 
reach the desired position, the timing pulse 

must be repeated at a regular interval



Speed Control PWM is not the same as 
the Servo PWM

▪ Control line use a PWM for encoding 
the position signal

▪ Servo PWM method is difference 
from the speed control PWM 
✓ Speed Control PWM: overall duty 

cycle
✓ Servo PWM: length of pulse is 

interpreted to signify control 
value


